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Navy Land Use

**Easement**
- Established in 1964
- 85-acre site, west of I-5
- Term through 2024
- To be extended through 2035

**Leases**
- Established in 1981
- 5-parcels, 135-acre site
  - 2 east of I-5
  - 3 west of I-5
- Mesa training & warehouse facility
- Not part of NRC license
SONGS Site
NRC License Termination

- Radiological remediation for unrestricted use
  - Radiological dose 25 mRem/yr or less
- Final Status Survey will demonstrate that release criteria have been met
- NRC Part 50 license termination
Navy “End State”

- Achieved when land is returned to the United States Dept. of Navy (DoN)
- May require additional structure removal beyond NRC License Termination requirements
- DoN decisions regarding final site restoration requirements will be informed by NEPA review